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Chapterr  4 

Photoluminescencee of 
erbium-dopedd silicon: 
temperaturee dependence 

Abstract Abstract 

TheThe temperature dependence of the photoluminescence intensity of erbium-
dopeddoped silicon was measured experimentally and compared with a theoreti-
calcal model. Measurements were performed on float-zoned and Czochralski-
growngrown silicon samples which were doped with erbium by ion implantation 
andand on an erbium-doped silicon sample grown by a molecular beam epi-
taxytaxy method. Results are discussed on the basis of the excitonic excitation 
modelmodel which can account for temperature effects. Also Auger processes in 
whichwhich erbium-bound excitons and erbium ions in excited states impart 
theirtheir energies to free electrons in the conduction band are included. In 
thethe analysis of the temperature dependence two activation energies emerge 
whichwhich are associated with the binding of excitons to erbium centers and 
withwith an energy transfer process from excited erbium ions back to erbium-
boundbound excitons, respectively. The model provides good quantitative agree-
mentment with observations over the experimentally covered temperature range 
fromfrom 4-2 to nearly 200 K. At temperatures lower than 100 K the mutual 
transitiontransition between band-edge and erbium luminescence is observed. The 
originorigin of this effect is discussed. 
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4.11 Introductio n 

Thee phenomenon of luminescence of rare-earth doped semiconductors is 
presentlyy under intense study. The eminent suitability of the erbium light 
ass a carrier for long-distance signal transport via quartz fibers is a stim-
ulationn for such research from the application point of view. Important 
topicss are the efficiency of the light emission and its quenching upon in-
creasee of the temperature, in particular to room temperature. As regards 
thee fundamentally oriented research, the complex physical processes by 
whichh excitation energy imparted to the host crystal is transferred to the 
finalfinal step of light emission by the AI\s/2 t o 4- î5/2 transition of 4/ inner-
shelll  electrons of erbium is a challenging topic in semiconductor physics. 

Valuablee information on the excitation and de-excitation mechanisms 
cann be deduced from the dependence of the photoluminescence (PL) in-
tensityy on the temperature. Priolo et al. [1] found that impurity co-
doping,, such as with O, F or C, reduced the temperature quenching of the 
PLL yield. In this particular study the temperature effect was ascribed to 
thermalizationn of electrons bound at the erbium or erbium-related donor 
centerr with the conduction band. It is generally assumed that erbium, 
andd erbium-related centers, introduce donor levels in the band gap. The 
exactt atomic and electronic nature of such centers is not known. For 
erbium-relatedd levels energy positions at E^—150 meV [1], Ect—170 meV 
[2],, and ü^—266 meV [3] have been reported. Series of levels observed at 
otherr depths, e.g., at 0.20, 0.26, 0.36 and 0.51 eV [4] or at 0.18, 0.23, 0.27 
andd 0.39 eV [5] indicate that the deep-level properties depend very much 
onn specific sample preparation conditions. Eight more levels are given by 
Bentonn et al. [6]. As only the neutral erbium center is capable of binding 
ann exciton, the ionization of the donor is a way of thermal quenching of 
thee luminescence. The thermal quenching could be influenced by shal-
loww defects in silicon. In the investigation of energy transfer processes of 
Er3++ with various concentrations of phosphorus and boron, Priolo et al. 
[7]]  reported that the release of electrons and holes from shallow impuri-
tiess produces a reduction of Er-luminescence intensity and decay time by 
ann Auger de-excitation process in the temperature range between 15 and 
1000 K. In the PL temperature dependence measured for an oxygen-rich 
materiall  grown by molecular beam epitaxy and containing erbium and 
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oxygenn to concentrations of 2x l019 cm- 3 and 1019 cm- 3, respectively, 
Efeoghii  et al. [8] identified three temperature quenching mechanisms and 
relatedd them to different microscopic processes. 

Inn this chapter observations on the temperature dependence of the 
photoluminescencee intensity of crystalline samples are reported. The ex-
perimentall  results are analyzed on the basis of a physical model with 
particularr consideration of the quantitative agreement achieved. 

4.22 Experiment 

Forr the measurements of the temperature dependence of the PL intensity 
ann Oxford Instruments cryostat with a variable temperature insert was 
used.. The temperature of the samples was measured by a RhFe metallic 
resistorr in a four-point-probe configuration to an accuracy of 0.1 K. Tem-
peraturee control was achieved by PID regulation (Oxford Instruments 
DTC2)) of the current through a heater wound on a copper block on 
whichh the samples were mounted. Experiments were performed in the 
4.22 to 200 K temperature range. 

Threee erbium-doped crystalline silicon samples prepared by ion im-
plantationn with or without oxygen co-implantation and a crystalline er-
bium-dopedd silicon layer grown by a molecular beam epitaxy method 
aree used in the experiments. The erbium-doped samples are labeled Fz-
Si:Err for float-zoned silicon, Cz-Si:Er for samples of Czochralski-grown 
silicon,, Cz-Si:Er,0 for Czochralski-grown silicon with oxygen co-implant 
andd MBE-Si:Er for the sample grown by the molecular beam epitaxy 
method.. The specifications of the samples are given in chapter 3, sec-
tionn 3.2. The photoluminescence was excited by the 514.5 nm line of an 
Ar+-ionn laser (Spectra-Physics Stabilite 2016-05s). Variation of the pho-
toluminescencee yield as a function of temperature was measured at several 
levelss of laser power in the intermediate region for excitation of erbium-
relatedd photoluminescence. As discussed in chapter 3, sections 3.4.2 and 
3.4.3,, in this region information on the energy transfer mechanism of the 
erbium-in-siliconn system can be achieved. The emitted light was collected 
fromm the laser-irradiated side of the samples and focused by a lens onto 
thee entrance slit of 1 mm width of a monochromator, which is a high-
resolutionn 1.5 m F/12 grating instrument (Jobin-Yvon THR 1500). The 
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Figuree 4.1: Photoluminescence intensities as a function of sample tem-
perature,perature, normalized to the yield at low temperature, for (a) sample of 
Fz-Si:Er,Fz-Si:Er, (b) sample of Cz-Si:Er, (c) sample of Cz-Si:Er, 0 and (d) sam-
pleple of MBE-Si:Er. The solid lines represent fits with expression 4-1 using 
temperature-dependenttemperature-dependent pre-exponential factors. Excitation power of 100 
mWmW is used. The detailed discussion is given in the section 4-4-
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signall  was detected by a liquid-nitrogen cooled North-Coast EO-817 ger-
maniumm detector in the AC output mode to avoid drift of the zero level. 
Afterr preamplification (EG&G differential preamplifier, model 118), the 
photoluminescencee signal was lock-in amplified, digitized using a 16-bit 
analog-to-digitall  converter and fed into a computer. 

4.33 Experimental results 

Thee erbium-related PL spectra measured for the investigated samples 
havee been given and discussed in the previous chapter, see, e.g., Fig. 3.1. 
Temperaturee dependencies of the photoluminescence intensities were mea-
suredd for all four kinds of crystalline samples. Figs 4.1(a), 4.1(b), 4.1(c) 
andd 4.1(d) show the PL intensity versus temperature as obtained for the 
Fz-Si:Er,, Cz-Si:Er, Cz-Si:Er,0 and MBE-Si:Er samples, respectively. In 
eachh case the temperature dependence of the amplitude of the most in-
tensee spectral component near 1540 nm has been recorded. As can be 
seen,, the photoluminescence intensities are rather constant in the low-
temperaturee range and reduce gradually with increasing temperature. 
Abovee 190 K the erbium-related luminescence was quenched to below the 
detectionn level. The experimentally established temperature dependen-
ciess of the PL intensity could be fitted with the equations 

I{T)I{T)  I + E 2 . I 4 Ï * / V P H § .) ( 4 J) 

and d 

11 + ïï=i AtexV(~§) I{T)I{T)  = . . ^ » T , a . , (4-2) 

wheree the energies Ei correspond to activation energies of individual pro-
cessess responsible for the temperature quenching. The particular values 
off  the activation energies E{ and the constants Ai, as obtained from the 
dataa fitting, are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Data were analyzed 
with,, but also without, as customary, a temperature factor T3/2 included 
inn equations 4.1 and 4.2, anticipating the discussion in the next para-
graph.. The solid curves in Figs 4.1 represent the computer-adjusted fits 
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too the experimental data using expression 4.1 with a T3/2 temperature 
dependencee explicitly included in the pre-exponential factors. As can be 
concludedd from inspection of results as presented in the Figs 4.1, two 
exponentiall  terms are sufficient for a satisfactory description of the tem-
peraturee dependence of the investigated samples. 

Tablee 4.1: Activation energies Ei and pre-exponential constants A\ (i — 
1,,  ,3) derived from the temperature dependence of the photolumines-
cencecence intensity of four different crystalline silicon samples. Following 
Eq.Eq. 4-1 fits were made with constant A{ and temperature factor T3/2 in 
thethe pre-exponential coefficients. Several values of laser excitation power 
werewere used. 

Sample e 

Fz-Si:Er r 

Cz-Si:Er r 

Cz-Si:Er,0 0 

MBE-Si:Er r 

Laser r 
power r 
(mW) ) 

100 0 
150 0 
300 0 

100 0 
150 0 
200 0 

50 0 
100 0 
150 0 

100 0 
150 0 
200 0 

AA1 1 

0.0024 4 

(meV) ) 

1.1 1 

AA2 2 

0.037 7 
0.04 4 
0.01 1 

0.21 1 
0.09 9 
0.07 7 

0.35 5 
0.46 6 
0.21 1 

0.006 6 
0.006 6 
0.006 6 

EE2 2 

(meV) ) 

14.5 5 
12.2 2 
6.6 6 

13.6 6 
9.9 9 
10.8 8 

12.9 9 
15.6 6 
11.4 4 

3.6 6 
4.0 0 
2.7 7 

A3 A3 

2300 0 
32 2 
3.6 6 

575 5 
1600 0 

370 0 
120 0 
30 0 

Ez Ez 
(meV) ) 

109 9 
92 2 
74 4 

120 0 
149 9 

123 3 
117 7 
125 5 
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Tablee 4.2: Activation energies E{ and pre-exponential constants A\ (i = 
1,--  ,3J derived from the temperature dependence of the photolumines-
cencecence intensity of four different crystalline silicon samples. Following 
Eq.Eq. 4-2 fits were made with temperature independent constant A\ in the 
pre-exponentialpre-exponential coefficients. Several values of laser excitation power were 
used. used. 

Sample e 

Fz-Si:Er r 

Cz-Si:Er r 

Cz-Si:Er,0 0 

MBE-Si:Er r 

Laser r 
power r 
(mW) ) 

100 0 
150 0 
300 0 

100 0 
150 0 
200 0 

50 0 
100 0 
150 0 

100 0 
150 0 
200 0 

At At 

0.7 7 
0.09 9 

(meV) ) 

3.1 1 
3.0 0 

AA2 2 

50 0 
52 2 
26 6 

350 0 
110 0 
100 0 

1160 0 
950 0 
725 5 

16 6 
14.6 6 
14.3 3 

EE2 2 

(meV) ) 

17.6 6 
17.7 7 
14.4 4 

19.8 8 
14.9 9 
15.5 5 

21.4 4 
22.9 9 
20.4 4 

12.2 2 
12.0 0 
10.4 4 

Az Az 

2x l06 6 

7 x l 04 4 

4 x l 05 5 

8 x l 07 7 

4 x l 05 5 

8 x l 06 6 

l x lO 6 6 

l x lO 6 6 

6.3xl04 4 

E3 E3 
(meV) ) 

109 9 
90 0 
122 2 

197 7 
97 7 
158 8 

130 0 
137 7 
119 9 

4.44 Theoretical analysis and discussion 

Forr an analysis of the temperature dependence of the luminescence in-
tensityy the Eqs 3.2 to 3.11 form a suitable starting point. The solutions 
off  these balance equations have been discussed in some detail by Bresler 
etet al. [9]. However, following the conclusion in chapter 3, the Auger 
processess through which erbium-bound excitons and erbium ions in the 
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excitedd state decay must be incorporated in the description. This is im-
plementedd by adding to the balance equations 3.4 and 3.5 the Auger 
losss rates CAx^^xb and CAEr^Er' respectively. The balance equations 
reflectt the physical model as discussed in section 3.4.1 and as illustrated 
schematicallyy in Fig. 3.4. Energy imparted to the silicon crystal by the 
incidentt laser light is transferred to the erbium light emission on out-
putt via the intermediate processes of creation of free electrons and holes 
(concentrationn n), free excitons (concentration nx) , erbium-bound exci-
tonss (concentration nxb) and erbium ions in excited state (concentration 

Thee rate equations for n,nx,nxb and n*Er, with generation terms on 
thee left hand sides and loss terms on the right hand sides, wil l read as: 

GG + fnx = 7 n 2 + 7 x n 2 , (4.3) 

22 , c AT 'LEr — 't'xb . r i<>x  / A A\ 

-y-yxxnn + cfxbnxbNx - cnxnEr h fnx H , (4.4) 
TlErTlEr Tx 

nnErEr -nxb + 1 nEr - nE 1 
cncnxxnnErEr 1- nErfi— = nxb ^ — + cfxbnxbNx + cAxnnxb 

riErriEr  T* nEr T* 

and d 

(4.5) ) 

nnErEr -n*E 1 n*Er , 1 „, 
nnxbxb —— = -  ̂ + nErh— + cAETnnEr. (4.6) 

nnEErr  r*  rd  ̂ T* 

AA practical solution of these equations is again facilitated by accepting 
thee two-stream model in which the chain of luminescence processes is 
consideredd to be a small perturbation only of the electron-hole genera-
tionn by the laser light. In this model the electron concentration is given 
byy expression 3.27. The concentrations of free and bound excitons and 
off  excited erbium ions are found from the solution of equations 4.4, 4.5 
andd 4.6. As in the case of the excitation power dependence, see para-
graphh 3.4.3, after considering numerical values of the physical parameters 
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c,n,riEr,CAx,CAEr,Tc,n,riEr,CAx,CAEr,Txx,T*,T* and rd, a cubic equation similar to Eq. 3.33 for 
thee solution of n*Er/nET is obtained: 

[*([*( nnEr\ZEr\Z (A* , r>*\f nEr\2 , / D* . ri*\/
nEr A*(-&zyA*(-&zy - (A* + Bl)(-^Y + (Bl + D * ) ( ^ ) - D* = 0. (4.7) 

n # rr TlEr nEr 

Thee equation can be factorized to yield the quadratic equation 

A'(^f-B*AA'(^f-B*A + D'=0 (4.8) 
K>ErK>Er  ™Er 

forr n*Er/nEr with the coefficients A*,B% and D* given by 

T T 
A**  = (1 + CnErTx)(l + CAErTlTd) + CTlErTx (1 + CAEr7ird) + 

( /Txx + C 7 l £r T x / i ) ( l + CAErnTd) (4.9) 

£**  = (1 + cnErTx)(l + cj4£;rnrrf)(l + cAxnr*)  + 
r* * 

^ x̂xnrnrxxcnrcnrdd[\[\  H (1 + c^j^nrd)] + 

frfr xx[l[l  + CAX«T*  + cAErnrd(l + cAxnrm)} + 

(ciV^T**  + ficNxTd + CA£rnTdCiVxT*)( l + frx)fxb + 

hcnThcnTdd-)-)xxnTnTxx + /iCArm-d(l + / T X + cnErTx) (4.10) 

and d 

D*D*  =^xnrxcnrd. (4.11) 

Applyingg the two-stream concept, the electron concentration is obtained 
fromm expression 3.27. In more explicit form for the excitation power G 
thee solution for nEr/nEr follows from 

nnEr Er 

(633 + b\y/G + 6JG + &*>/G3)(^ ) + c*2G = 0, (4.12) 
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withh the generalized temperature-dependent coefficients 

alal = 1 + cnErTx(l + — + ft) + / r x , (4.13) 

T**  1 
a**  = CAErTd[l  + / T X + c n ^ r ^l +2 h /l) ] , , =, (4.14) 

rrdd V7x + 7 

T**  1 
ajj  = CUETTX—(cAErTd)2 ; —, (4.15) 

rr dd 7x + 7 

blbl = l + CUETTX + frx +cNxTdfxb(l + frx)( — + ft), (4.16) 

&ÏÏ  = K 1 + CTlErTx + fTx)(CAErTd + C ^ T* + / lCAs^d) + 

(11 + frx)cAErTdcNxT* fxb]—==,  (4.17) 
VV 7x + 7 

T**  1 
&22 = [(1 + CTlErTx + /T^CAtfrTdCAcT* + 7 x ^ * ^ ( 1 H \~ fl)]  ; , 

TdTd l x + 7 
(4.18) ) 

and d 

T**  1 
&33 = 7xrzC T<i c,4£rTd ,. (4.19) 

TTdd V(7x + 7)3 

(i=(i= rrïxïxTTxCTxCTdd——.——. (4.20) 
7xx ' 7 

Accountingg for the temperature dependence, the characteristic energies 
EExx,, the binding energy of electron and hole in an exciton, Exb, the energy 
off  binding of an exciton to a neutral erbium center and E  ̂ the energy 
dissipatedd in the creation of an excited erbium ion from the bound exciton 
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situation,, are included in the solution through the factors ƒ (Eq. 3.6), fxb 

(Eq.. 3.7) and j \ (Eq. 3.8), respectively. The temperature dependence of 
thee equilibrium between free and erbium-bound excitons is represented 
inn the equations by fxb. This parameter expresses the balance of exci-
tonn capture between erbium, concentration nEr, and exciton density of 
states,, concentration Nx. To judge this process it is assumed that the 
concentrationn of optically active erbium ions is much smaller than the 
totall  erbium concentration as was specified in the sample descriptions. 
Thee assumption that only around 1% of erbium is in the optically active 
statee is also based on monitoring the emitted power in the erbium lumi-
nescencee under condition of their saturation and taking their radiative 
lifetimee TJ = 1 ms. The density of states in the exciton band Nx will be 
inn the range 2x l017 to 2x l018 cm- 3 for temperatures from 20 to 100 K. 
Withh an estimate for Exb between 10 and 15 meV the approximation 
ffxbxb = exp(—Exb/kT) will be valid. 

Assumingg avoidance of exceeding saturation and the presence of strong 
Augerr effect, as discussed in section 3.4.3, the expression 3.45 wil l again 
bee applicable. The solution for nEr/nEr, in this case, is written as 

n*n*FrFr cXG 
———— = (4 21) 
nE rr &5 + 6J\/G + &5<?" V " J 

Att low temperature one can simplify the result by putting ƒ = fxb = 
fifi  = 0. In this case the expression 4.21 gives the solution (n*Er/nEr)T=o-
Forr the practical purpose of comparing model predictions with results 
off  experiments it is useful to express measured intensities at arbitrary 
temperaturee in units of the intensity as observed at low temperature, i.e., 
inn the normalized unit (nEr/nEr)T/(nEr/nEr)T=0, or (nEr)T/(nEr)T=0. 
Ass a solution one finally obtains 

((nn*Er)T/{n*Er)T/{n ErEr))TT=o=o = 

1/{11 + Axexp[-Ex/kT] + Axbexp[-Exb/kT] + 

AAxbxxbxexp[~(Eexp[~(Exbxb + Ex)/kT] + AAexp[-EA/kT] + 

AAAxAxexp[-{Eexp[-{EAA + Ex)/kT] + AAxbexp[-{EA + Exb)/kT] + 

AAAxbxAxbxexp[-(Eexp[-(EAA + Exb + Ex)/kT]}. (4.22) 
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Usingg expressions 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 for f,fxb and / i , respectively, and the 
relationn G = PG\, the pre-exponential factors in Eq. 4.22 are derived as 

== Nf*  7* T*  , (4.23) 

rNrN T* 
AA*»*» = 7, » , / . / = - T 5V (4"24> 

(11 + CnErTz)(l + VCAxT'/CAErTdVP) 

AAxbxxbx = ^ c J V ^ > ^ , , (4.25) 
NNxx (1 + cnErrx)(l + y/cAxT*lcAErTdy/P) 

AAAA =  ̂ y/cAsrycAErTty/P ( 4 > 2 6) 

T**  (1 + y/CAxT*/CAErTdVP)(l + \f CAETT dl CAxT*\I P) 

.. Td NCNV 1XTX y/cAxT^/cAErTdVP ^ 
AA Ax = * 

T*T* Nx 1 + CUErTx 
P = - F ^^ y = - 7 ^ , (4-27) 

(11 + V
/CJ4a:T*/c^JE;rTdV-P)(l + \f CAErT di ^Axf*  ̂ P) 

AA - cN*Td 
A-AxbA-Axb — , , x 

11 + cnErTx 

(11 + ^CArTVcA£yT<iV^)( l + yj CAErT dj C-AxT*-JP) 
(4.28) ) 

and d 

__ Nc^cNxTdrj£^ 
s*Axbxs*Axbx — AT 1 I _ 

NNxx 1 + cnErTx 

—— , =-;=-.  (4.29) 
(11 + y/cAxT*/cAErTdVP){l + VcAEr^'dl'cAxT*V( P) 

Thee result is of the form as anticipated by equations 4.1 and 4.2 and 
comprisess all possible combinations of the activation energies Ex, Exi 
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andd E A- With the general expression 4.22 experimental data can be 
analyzed,, but in view of the large number of adjustable parameters no 
uniquee determination of them can be expected. To be more specific the 
magnitudee of the various terms in the denominator should be critically 
considered;; the activation energies are not equally effective in the low-
andd high-temper at ure ranges. It appears that all terms which include 
thee activation energy Ex are proportional to the dimensionless factor 
frfr xx = jxrx(NcNv/Nx)exp(-Ex/kT). With values j x = KT 12 c m V1 , 
TTXX = 4 x 10~6 s [10], one estimates frx « 4xl()-3T3/2exp(-Ex/kT). 
Thiss evaluation shows that the frx product is small compared to unity 
inn the temperature range below 100 K. By introducing this simplification 
thee four corresponding terms in Eq. 4.22 can be dropped. In terms of 
physics,, this approximation implies that the decay of free excitons by 
directt recombination, with the rate l / r x , dominates over the process of 
theirr thermally induced dissociation, with the rate governed by ƒ, in the 
temperaturee range considered. The steady state exciton concentration 
iss dictated by direct decay, not by the thermal equilibrium with free 
electronss and holes. In the experiment the thermal dissociation of excitons 
doess not play a role. Hence, its activation energy disappears from the 
equationss and is not measured. Of the remaining terms in Eq. 4.22 an 
estimatee of values shows that A A < AAxb, allowing the neglect of the 
termm AAexp[—EA/kT]. This latter approximation is, however, of small 
practicall  relevance for the analysis of data. For the actual analysis of 
temperaturee dependence the curtailed form of Eq. 4.22 is used: 

1 1 
(n(nErEr))TT/(n/(nErEr))TT=o=o = ! + Axbexp{-Exb/kT] + AAxbexp[-(EA + Exb)/kT]' 

(4.30) ) 

Thee pre-exponential coefficients are 

CNCNXXT* T* 
AAxbxb = - ^ = - (4.31) 

(\+cn(\+cnErErrr xx 1 + v W P 
and d 

cNcN Td 

AAXAAX""  = (l + cnErTx)(l+f3VP + P)' ( 4 ' 3 2) 
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withh the introduction of the parameter p = CAX
T*/ cAErTd- The parame-

terss (3 and p also appeared in the analysis of excitation power dependence; 
theirr numerical values were determined in chapter 3, section 3.4.3, and 
weree found not to deviate far from one. The results as following from 
Eq.. 4.30 show that the temperature dependence is a function of excita-
tionn power. Under conditions of saturation the thermal quenching wil l be 
absent.. At low power the relation 

AAxbxb = —AAxb (4-33) 
Td Td 

iss established by the model. 
Analysiss of the data on temperature dependence as obtained in this 

investigationn is based on Eq. 4.30. Rewriting this equation in the form 

(n*(n*ErEr)T=o/(n*)T=o/(n*EEr)Tr)T ~ 1 = Axbexp[--j^] + AAxbexp{ A
fc^

 xb ] 

(4.34) ) 

showss that the curves as given in Figs 4.2(a-d) are predicted to be the sum 
off  two exponential functions. From the results as shown for four kinds of 
crystallinee silicon samples it is concluded that in the temperature range 
beloww typically 100 K one exponential process contributes. This process 
iss identified with the term Axbexp[-Exb/kT] of Eq. 4.34. At tempera-
turess above 100 K the data points deviate from the straight line in the 
positivee sense as a manifestation of the term AAxbexP[—{EA + Exb)/kT] 
whichh has the higher activation energy and becomes effective only at 
highh temperature. In this region, the photoluminescence intensity has 
alreadyy decreased to low levels and is measured with less accuracy. As 
alsoo fewer data points are available in the temperature range 100 —170 K 
thee parameters AAxb

 a nd E A 4- Exb
 c an n o t be determined with high 

accuracy.. For the energy an error limi t of at least 10 meV has to be 
accepted.. Actual data for the four samples at a few excitation power 
levelss in the intermediate power region were analyzed in this manner. 
Thee analyses could successfully be carried out with two exponential con-
tributions.. Only in the case of samples Fz-Si:Er a third term with a 
smalll  activation energy of around 1 meV, entry Ai,E\ in the Tables 4.1 
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Figuree 4.2: Plots of (ix=0 ~~ IT)I'ITT3'2 as a function of reciprocal tem-
peratureperature illustrating the analysis based on Eq. 4-34 for (a) sample of Fz-
Si:Er,Si:Er, (b) sample of Cz-Si:Er, (c) sample of Cz-Si:Er,0 and (d) sample 
ofof MBE-Si:Er. The points  are experimental data. The solid lines rep-
resentresent exponential functions with temperature-dependent pre-exponential 
factors. factors. 
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andd 4.2, was helpful to improve the fit. The possible origin of this term 
iss outside the frame of the presented model and will be discussed in the 
nextt section. In the case of the sample Cz-Si:Er the higher temperature 
region,, where the term A x̂bexp[—(EA + Exb)/kT] starts to contribute, 
wass not reached. Given the satisfactory quality of the fits achieved over 
thee whole temperature range, as illustrated by Figs 4.1, an extension 
off  Eq. 4.34 to include more exponential processes appears to be mean-
ingless.. Numerical data obtained from the analysis are collected in Ta-
bless 4.1 for all four kinds of sample and for a few levels of excitation 
power.. The pre-exponential factors and energies in this table are identi-
fiedd with the Eq. 4.34 by A2T3/2 «-> Axh, A3T

3/2 <-• AAxb, E2 <-* Exb and 
E3E3 <-+ [Exb + E A)- Due to the appearance of NX7 the density of states 
inn the exciton band, in Eqs 4.31 and 4.32 both Axb and A X̂b include a 
T 3 / 22 temperature dependence. For this reason, such an analysis has been 
givenn preference. In the literature, however, analyses with temperature-
independentt pre-exponential coefficients prevail. The alternative analyses 
havee therefore also been made. The results following the use of Eq. 4.2 are 
givenn in Table 4.2. Although inconsistent with the model prescription, 
thee quality of such fits was not worse at all. On comparing the acti
vationn energies in the two tables, differences of several meV, sometimes 
amountingg to nearly 50%, are observed. This hampers the spectroscopic 
identificationn of the processes involved. Values for Exb are found to be 
differentt for the four kinds of sample, suggestive for exciton binding to 
erbium-relatedd centers with a different structure. Only one energy in the 
rangee 5 — 20 meV is required for the analyses. The absence of the activa
tionn energy Ex connected with exciton dissociation is understood by this 
result.. Following the analysis, the larger activation energy is identified 
withh EA + Exb leading to the experimental result E A ~ 100 meV. By 
thee physical model, E A is given as E A = Eg - Ex - Exb - EPL -Ed- In 
orderr to satisfy the experimental result, and with estimates for the silicon 
band-gapp energy Eg = 1170 meV, electron-hole binding energy in a free 
excitonn Ex = 15 meV, exciton binding energy to erbium center Exb = 15 
meV,, luminescence energy EPL ~ 800 meV, a donor ionization energy 
iss required of Ed — 240 meV, This is close to the level position at 266 
meVV as reported in Ref. [3] for the same float-zoned silicon as used in 
thee present experiments. As usual, the determination of pre-exponential 
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factorss has large uncertainties. From Eqs 4.31 and 4.32 with the param-
eterss Nx/T^2 « 2x l015 cm-3K" 3/2, nEr ~ 5x l015 cm"3 and r*  w rx 

thee model order-of-magnitude predictions for the temperature-constant 
pre-exponentiall  factors are Ai < 1 K - 3/ 2 and A3 = (Td/T*)A2 < 103 

K - 3/ 2.. Taking into account the difficulty of precise determination of pre-
exponentiall  factors, the experimental findings are in agreement with the 
parameterss as given in Table 4.1. The smaller values of Exf, and large 
ratioo Tdfr* for MBE-Si:Er sample are not clear at this moment and may 
bee related to the much larger erbium concentration in this sample. The 
experimentall  results also tend to support the model prediction that for 
higherr excitation powers the temperature dependence becomes weaker. 
AA dependence of activation energies on excitation power is, however, not 
accountedd for within the model. Figs 4.1 demonstrate the quality of the 
fits;fits; a good agreement may be concluded. 

4.55 Relation between erbium and silicon band-
edgee photoluminescence 

Investigatingg the temperature dependence of Er PL intensity in the tem-
peraturee range from 10 to 30 K evidence for participation of excitons 
boundd to shallow impurities of the host in the excitation process of er-
biumm ions has been experimentally found. In some particular samples a 
growthh of the Er PL intensity by 10% when increasing the temperature 
wass observed. For the same temperatures in the wavelength region corre-
spondingg to the band-edge luminescence of silicon there was a transition 
fromm excitons bound to shallow impurities to free excitons. 

Figss 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show the erbium and the band-edge photolu-
minescencee spectra, respectively, which were measured for a Cz-Si:Er,0 
samplee at several temperatures. The increase of the erbium photolumi-
nescencee with increasing temperature could be explained by the mutual 
relationn between shallow traps and deeper luminescent centers, where 
thermallyy induced energy transfer from impurity traps of the silicon host 
too erbium-related centers was happening. The excitons bound to shallow 
impuritiess (BEro, \BE ~ 1135.3 nm) were dissociated to free excitons 
(FE,, XFE = H29.6 nm) with free-to-bound binding energy of about 3 
meVV [11]. The excitons freed from the shallow traps become available 
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Figuree 4.3: PL spectra measured for the Czochralski-grown silicon sample 
implantedimplanted with erbium and oxygen (Cz-Si:Er, O), followed by an annealing 
atat 90(PC for 30 minutes; (a) Er-related photoluminescence at 9.5 and 
2222 K, (b) silicon band-edge photoluminescence at temperatures of 9.5, 22 
andand 70 K. The 514-5 nm line of the Ar+-ion laser is used for excitation. 
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Figuree 4.4: Temperature dependence of PL intensity measured for the 
Czochralski-grownCzochralski-grown silicon sample implanted with erbium and oxygen (Cz-
Si:Er,Si:Er, 0), followed by an annealing at 90(T C for 30 minutes; emission 
ofof free and bound excitons and Er-related photoluminescence measured at 
laserlaser excitation power 1 mW (a), emission of free and bound excitons 
carriedcarried out at laser excitation power of 20 mW (b); (a) and (b) are in the 
samesame PL intensity units. 

forr capture by deeper, excitonic and luminescent traps; in this case these 

couldd be the Er-related luminescent centers. Consequently a rise in er-

biumm photoluminescence is observed when the temperature is raised up 

too about 25 K. At higher temperatures, excitons from the erbium-related 

trapss are also thermally released, the erbium photoluminescence is ther-

mallyy quenched, as discussed in the previous section. 

I nn Fig. 4.4(a) the Er PL intensity, which was carried out on a sample 

implantedd with erbium and oxygen (Cz-Si:Er,0) at low excitation power, 

11 mW, measured in front of the sample dewar, is plotted as a function of 

temperaturee in the range from 9.5 to 160 K. Temperature dependencies of 
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luminescencee of free excitons and excitons bound to shallow-impurity cen-
terss in silicon measured at the same excitation power are also illustrated. 
Thee photoluminescence intensity of the bound excitons decreased below 
thee detection level at a temperature of about 25 K. At about the same 
temperaturee the PL intensities of erbium and free excitons reached maxi-
mumm values and then gradually decreased. The shape of the free-exciton 
linee is broadened at higher temperatures and the intensity is diminished 
att a temperature of about 45 K. In Fig. 4.4(b) the PL intensity of the free-
excitonn line was relatively increased at the higher laser excitation power, 
200 mW, when the high bound-exciton concentration near the saturation 
regionn was achieved. At high temperatures, when all excitons bound with 
shalloww impurities are dissociated an interesting feature has been found. 
Thee free exciton is still clearly seen at temperatures up to 70 K, as illus-
tratedd in Fig. 4.3(b) and Fig. 4.4(b), then vanishes at a temperature of 
aboutt 100 K. This suggests a pulsed operation. In a cw experiment exci-
tonss are not bound (to appreciable concentration) at shallow and deeper 
trapss for a high temperature, 100 K. In cw conditions there is equilibrium 
betweenn free and bound excitons. At high temperature and high power it 
favorss the existence of free excitons. The Er PL is not increased at these 
temperaturess because of the thermal dissociation of Er-bound excitons, 
whichh is effectively active at temperatures up to 100 K. The binding en-
ergyy of excitons to erbium centers of about 15 meV has been found for 
thiss material, see Tables 4.1 and 4.2. For this reason the presence of free 
excitonss at high temperature could be due to the fact that they are not 
boundd at shallow and deep states. 

Comingg back to the temperature quenching of Er PL intensity as 
discussedd in the section 4.4 a small activation energy appeared in the 
samplee of Fz-Si:Er. To explain this observation it is assumed that in 
thee particular samples (Er-related centers) the excitation of the erbium 
ionss can occur via energy transfer from excitons bound to shallow centers 
too the 4/ electrons of the erbium ions. The probability of this process is 
substantiall  if the shallow centers are in the vicinity of the erbium core [12]. 
Ass the temperature is raised the shallow-impurity bound excitons in these 
materialss are dissociated to become free excitons or carriers in the band. 
Inn that case the erbium photoluminescence could be thermally quenched 
andd the free-to-bound activation energy could enter in the temperature-
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dependentt analysis of the experimental data. In fact, in the solution 
off  n*ET/riEr,  Eqs 4.30 and 4.34, the activation energy Exb could be the 
bindingg energy of excitons to erbium centers or to shallow centers of the 
siliconn host as well. For this reason the small activation energies of about 
11 — 3 meV as given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 could be the release energy 
fromm the excitons bound to shallow impurities to free excitons in silicon 
materials. . 

4.66 Conclusions 

Thee temperature dependence of the photoluminescence intensity of erbium-
dopedd silicon in the 1.54 /mi spectrum has been measured. For the anal-
ysiss a model was used in which the incident light energy is transferred 
viaa the intermediate stages of free electrons and holes, free excitons and 
erbium-boundd excitons to the intra-4 ƒ-shell excited erbium ions. The 
thermall  dependence is governed by the binding energy of excitons to er-
biumm centers, Exb, in the temperature range below 100 K. The energy of 
bindingg electrons and holes together in an exciton does not have an effect 
onn the temperature dependence. At higher temperatures, above 100 K, 
ann activation energy near 100 meV becomes more prominent. This en-
ergyy is associated with the transfer of energy from an excited erbium 
ionn back to an erbium-bound exciton. Similar parameters are obtained 
forr the erbium implanted samples; for the MBE-grown sample with its 
higherr erbium concentration a smaller energy Exf, and smaller pre-factors 
aree found. The release from shallow-impurity-bound excitons of the sil-
iconn host to free excitons leads to the raising of photoluminescence in 
thee temperature range from 10 to 25 K. The binding energy of excitons 
too shallow centers is found to be about 1—3 meV. The optically active 
erbiumm ions appear to be a small fraction only, of order 1%, of the total 
erbiumm content. Enhancement of this fraction by improved technology 
wil ll  lead to substantially enlarged luminescence intensity. 
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